Basic Timing Issues
Several fundamental timing issues we need to consider
Rise / Fall Times
Propagation delay
Race Conditions

Rise and Fall Times
Gives measure of time signal takes to change state from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0
Consider the following signal
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We measure rise and fall time at 
10% and 90% points
Time called rise time and fall time
Two times not always symmetrical
Specify
r and f
Problem
If rise / fall times too long
Gate no longer acts as switch instead becomes poor amplifier
Enters what is called metastable region
Will discuss in more detail shortly

Propagation Delay
Gives measure of time signal takes to get from
Some point A in a system to some other point B
Can be
Through gate
Down piece of wire

Consider the following signals
Put high going signal into device
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Output will change to low sometime later
We measure that time at 50% point of two signals
Time called prop delay
H-L and L-H not always symmetrical
Specify
dlh and dhl

Values vary with 
Logic family
Load on device
Medium through which signal propagating

Logic families ranking lowest to highest
ECL
BiCMOS
ALS TTL
CMOS
ALS TTL and CMOS are comparable

Analyzing
When analyzing propagation delay  must consider the path
Is it through
Single part
Multiple parts
Multiple systems
We're assuming a part is 
Any passive or active component
Logic gate or wire for example

Buffering
Logic Gates
To increase drive in clock or POR systems
Will parallel drivers
Must make certain in same package
Tristate vs. Open Collector
CMOS vs TTL

Busses
Width
Data or address buss has number of signals
Want to ensure uniform Loading
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Consider following portion of bus driver circuit

If signal line DBi connected to 2 devices and DBj connect to 5
Loading will be different
Signal DBi will switching threshold before DBj
If logical decision made involving such signals
Must ensure that everything settled 
Solution
Always buffer signals off buss
Each line sees same load
If drivers/buffers from different chips
Still see some variation
Much less

With increasingly wide busses
Will require use of multiple driver chips
Similar variations across bus can occur
Length
Must take into consideration bus length
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With longer buss
Signal will arrive at point A before point B
Signals are skewed with respect to each other
If logical decision made 
Using two temporally different versions
Can have problems
Paths
Same signal - different path
They’re the same aren’t they
Let's see

Signal may take several different paths to reach common point
Consider the following signals

x = f(A,B,C)

y = f(A.B.C)

z = f(x,y)

Let's look at signal A
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Because of different path lengths
Two different versions of A will arrive at signal z
Once again signals skewed

Path matching
Gates
This is a bad approach…why

Never do the following to match a slow and fast path…why
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Delay Lines
If you must match paths
Use proper part
Tapped delay lines
Available in 1 ns increments

Traces
Fat trace - skinny trace - it’s all wire, right
Recall resistance defined as
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Resistance will increase
As bus length increases
Cross sectional area decreases

Increasing resistance increases rise and fall times

Race Conditions
Arise from propagation delays through gates
Race condition 
Outcome of logical operation
Depends upon order in which input signals arrive
In combinational logic
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Leads to decoding spikes
In sequential logic
Leads to incorrect state behaviour
Let’s look at the following situation
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Take two signals A and B as shown
Observe
Finite non-zero interval when 
A and B both true
During that time
NAND gate will decode two signals
Produce low going pulse on output
If A and B arrive at same time
No spike
Real world gates will and do produce such spikes all the time
This is why we should never use such logic to generate a clock signal

Biasing Races
OK So what if I really have to use this signal
Why does it work in the afternoon
It works…what’s the problem
Truly understanding your timing

Metastability
Common problem few people are aware of

Occurs in transition region between high and low states
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In above diagram
Two stable states
One metastable state
In perfectly noiseless system
One can remain in metastable state indefinitely
Any random noise will cause circuit to move towards stable state
Situation arises
Slow rise and fall times
Digital circuits operate in linear mode
As signal goes through threshold region
Device begins to turn on
Increased current draw - noise
Causes device to turn off
Any random noise contributes to instability
Such oscillation continues until transition into stable state
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Get similar situation when 
Set up and hold times not met
For short time logic unable make decision which state to enter

Metastability can occur on either edge of signal
Excursions can be large enough to clock sequential circuits

Clocks and Clock Distribution
The Clock
What’s a clock
What do I need to consider
Parameters
Frequency
What’s important and when
What do I do at different ranges
If it’s slow it’s OK right
Rise times and Fall Times

Stability
Crystal based
RC based
Temperature compensated 
So what’s an oven and why do I need one
Precision

Choosing the right clock for the job

Frequency
Dividing down
Dividers
Multiplying up
Phase locked loops
Rate Multipliers
m out of n
Keep it uniform

Why is it important
Asynchronous vs. synchronous
What does it really mean
Asynchronous design
Speed
Synchronous design
Control

Designing a clock system
Phased Clocks
Single Phase
Start with crystal oscillator
Gives stability
Repeatability

Bad Clock
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Variations on following circuit should never be used
Multiple Phase
2 phases 
Pseudo 2 phase
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Real 2 phase
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More than 2  phases
All should be variations on Johnson Counter
Overlapping

Non overlapping

Multiple clocks vs Multiple Phases
Advantage of multiple phases
All derived from same fundamental frequency
Can filter out clock noise much more easily
With multiple clocks
Although same frequency
All running asynchronous to each other

Low Going vs High Going Clocks
Which are the weaker drivers
Where’s the most noise

Gating the Clock
General rule of thumb
Never do it
If you must
Understand the timing
Change control logic only when clock in such a state
Cannot result in change on gate output

Timing Margin
Let's look at following circuit
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If we clock circuit
Will get pattern {…0011001100…} on output
If we continually increase frequency 
Pattern will repeat until at some frequency it fails - why

Let's look at the vendor's specs on the 74ALS74 - D type flip flop
tpLH		-	5 - 16 ns
tpHL		-	7 - 18 ns
tsu		-	16 ns

Also the signals in the circuit
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When setup time violated
Circuit will not behave as designed
May behave in strange ways
Remember our discussion on metastability

Let's consider 2 cases
Analysis assumes no signal delay
Parasitics
Board layout

Low to High
min period = tpLH + tsu
Implies max frequency is 1/21ns = 48 MHz
worst case min
Implies max frequency 1/31ns = 32 MHz

High to Low
min period = tpLH + tsu
Implies max frequency is 1/23ns = 43 MHz
worst case min
Implies max frequency 1/34ns = 29 MHz

Vendor specs 50 MHz typical

When designing
Must consider worst case values
Make educated evaluation of how far to carry

Clock Skew
Talked about signal skew arising from
Different path lengths
Can be significant problem with clocks

Clock typically distributed throughout system

Minimize by making paths
Same length
Physically
Electrically

Physical Length
As we've seen path impedance affects signal rise and fall times
By keeping paths same physical length
All signals affect uniformly

Bad
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Good
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Also route from common
Node
Distribution point


Electrical Length
Keep the load on each of distribution fingers
Approximately the same

Use drivers in parallel to increase capability
Remember to keep in same package

If necessary use tree configuration
Like software trees - keep balanced
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Asynchronous Systems
Dealing with asynchronous 
	Events
Signals
Messages

Dealing with asynchronous clocks

Several ways to synchronize
None perfect
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Clocked or Strobed Parts
Keep things in a low energy state
Simple Clocking
Flip flops
Latches
Registers

Memories
Access times

Set Up and Hold Times

Reading a Data Sheet
Min times
Max times
Average times
Rise and Fall times

Timing Diagrams
Timing diagrams are essential to understanding digital systems

Give us indication of who caused what
Min - Max values on temporal behaviour of system

We draw at several levels and for several purposes
Overall system timing
First cut 
Use ideal times assume no delays
Defining causality
System behaviour
Second cut 
Use typical delays
Specific subcircuits and components
Use min max values

Let's look at some simple timing diagrams

We'll use a simple 2 bit ripple counter
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Ideal Case
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Typical Values

From vendor data sheet we take typical values of

tpLH		-	6 ns
tpHL		-	10 ns
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Min-Max Values

From vendor data sheet we take max and min values of
tpLH		-	5 - 16 ns
tpHL		-	7 - 18 ns
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